GUIDELINES FOR ANALYZING HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS

1. Date of the document: Is this original? Is it republished in a secondary source?
2. Origins: place of publication. If reprinted, where and when?
3. Author: any significant biographical background that influences the document?
4. Audience: for whom is the author writing? What is the author’s main purpose in creating the document?
5. Tone: what is the author’s perspective and attitude toward the work?
6. Alterations: has the document been edited? If so, how have various editions changed the content or substance?
7. Publisher or sponsor: does the document reflect the sponsorship or point of view of some particular orthodoxy or group? If so, what is that perspective?
8. Language: are there distinctive words or phrases the author uses which call for careful definition?
10. Significance of the document at the time of its publication. How was it received?
11. Historical significance of the document.
12. Triangulation: are there other sources that are useful for making sense out of the document?
13. Context: place the document in its historical setting.
14. Missing information: are there puzzles or gaps in the document which render it incomplete or its meaning uncertain?
15. Additional comments or questions.